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(iStock.com) The Brooklyn residential condominium and cooperative market ended in 2018 with a less than positive note, a change from the more stable picture it displayed in 2017, according to Corcoran's fourth-quarter 2018 report. Brooklyn ended 2018 by following trends in previous
neighborhoods with slightly slow overall sales but also shifting to less expensive areas, the study says, with high prices in neighborhoods close to Manhattan combined by tax reform and rising mortgage rates, apartment buyers continuing to look for value in neighborhoods with more
palpable price points; Overall, however, the pace at which value was looking for transected buyers was not fast enough to promote sales compared to the fourth quarter of 2017, which was the strongest fourth quarter in ten years. In just over 1,400 sales, the fourth quarter figure for 2018 was
the second highest in a decade. The signed contract figure was only 2 percent off compared to both last quarter and last year, which was a sharper decline in sales activity than Manhattan, while overall in line with the downtrend, the median price of D-value showed a difference between
property types. The resale price of cooperation fell slightly over the year from the fourth quarter of 2017 to 2018, down 1 percent. The fourth quarter 2018 median price, though, declined substantially 9 percent over the third quarter of 2018. This sharp accepted drop may have dragged years
into negative territory in general. The median condo resale prices cast a light question on this dynamic, as they are actually in positive territory, with an 8 percent year-over-year increase from 2017 to 2018, and a 3 percent increase from the third quarter of 2018 to the fourth quarter of 2018.
The report points to a shrinking market share of more than $1,000,000 in the cooperative resale market as a major factor in the move. Alternatively, the resale price at the top end of the condominium market kept the median price strong in 2018. The weakening of the market is caused by a
lot of factors, said Peter Grazioli, broker at The Slope Park Halstead Office, who was hesity in 2018. Buyers were slower to react. But the market was in a steady and consistent upward flow for eight or nine years, so a small slowdown was both normal and expected. Perhaps the most
important changes in the market are in inventory. At the market level, the overall number of units available rose 16 percent from the fourth quarter of 2017. Inventory in the syming resale market is up 19 percent, and 15 percent for the resale of condo units. Inventory grows year over year
after nearly two consistent annual years Corcoran's report said. Driving up supply figures was slower sales in the resale market as well as ongoing new construction, particularly in southern parts of the region. The slowdown affected the two ends of the market with more intensity,
apartments large and small, over $1.5 million and under $500,000, most buyers have all the cash in, says Joanna Mayfield Marks, a real estate agent with Halstead North Slope in Brooklyn. people in the middle . 800,000 to $1.6 million, which the market chugged along. From a
neighborhood perspective, comparisons are across the board. The Carroll Gardens, Bowerum Hill and Red Hook areas had the biggest decline in total sales by 35 percent. Brooklyn Heights, Coble Hill, Dumbo and Downtown had the steepest decline in median sales prices by 19 percent,
while Slop Park and Guanos had the biggest increase in median sales prices by 18 percent. The average price per square foot showed a minimum decline or increase over minus-2-plus-2 percent in four markets covering much of the Brooklyn Heights through many traditional
neighborhoods including Carroll Gardens, Fort Greene and Kensington, while Bedford Stuyvesant, Crown Heights, Lefferts Gardens and Bushwick showed a dramatic decline of 20 per cent. In general, markets change. In previous years, the market was a seller. The sellers were expected to
sell in a bidding war in five minutes. Now that's changed. Buyers feel their yaf and their behavior has changed. Markets fluctuate back and forth. Watch out for our predictions on what 2019 will next take. A.J. Sidransky is a staff writer at Cuperator, and a published novelist. The federal tax
overhaul seems to affect New York real estate right now. That is, New Yorkers don't buy—the last three months marked Manhattan's lowest quarterly sales in more than six years, as well as the biggest annual decline in nine years according to newly released market reports for the first
quarter of 2018. Douglas Elliman's report suggests that despite the strong local economy, unrest over the effects of federal tax law and the rise in mortgage rates may have led to a slowdown in buyers and sellers, as the contract pipeline legacy was stated, the report says, as the number of
new development sales packages fell in half while the contract pipeline legacy was emptied. Jonathan Miller, author of Reports, is hessing to say there is uncertainty in the market—it makes the market feel weaker than it actually is, he says. The concept to be considered here is price
discovery, in which it will take a year or two for buyers and sellers to become familiar with what the right values are, he notes. Now, on the numbers. Median sales prices in Manhattan fell from last year, slightly two percent to The price per square foot fell much further, down 18.6 percent to
$1,697. Manhattan cooperation sold the quarter at a median price of $810,000, 4.5 percent higher than last year. The median condies were $1,628,279, 1.3 percent lower than a year ago. Miller points out that this quarter many buyers paid in cash — it was the highest share of the entire
cash market in four years of metric tracking. There were plenty of luxury real estate to get around in 2018: luxury inventory rose at more than twice the overall market rate, while market share of luxury resale was at its highest level in two and a half years. The median selling price of luxury
properties was $5.9 million, a number that fell 15 percent from a year ago. But there were 1,494 listings on the market, 15 percent higher than last year. Corcoran also released its report, finding sales activity was somewhat quiet in January and February but warmed in March as buyers



understood the value in the market on the reasons why, they credited volatility in financial markets, continued uncertainty about tax reform, fewer new developments and a long wait for lower prices. The brokerage showed a two percent increase in sales compared to last year, as a 14
percent quarterly increase in cooperation inventory provided more buying opportunities. And of course, the median collaboration price of $820,000 comes at 25 percent below Manhattan's median overall price. In the whole market, inventory rose 10 percent — the ninth consecutive quarter
of inventory increases. As for where the activity is selling, Corcoran found that downtown Manhattan maintained its position as a favorite neighborhood of buyers with 32 percent more closed sales than the Upper East Side, which claimed the second highest number of first-quarter sales.
Halstead's report focused on resale activity, noting that the largest percentage of resale in Manhattan on the East Side was 22.9 percent, followed by downtown at 20.7 percent. Halstead Property Development Marketing, which tracks new developments, saw inventory plunging in
Manhattan and rising in Brooklyn, while attracting slow year-over-year as buyers hit pause to educate themselves on the impact of tax code changes on their real estate decisions, according to Stephen Kliegerman, chairman of HPDM. The report found that inventories in Manhattan fell by a
quarter over the quarter for the first time since 2016—a pause in what has been a two-year rising trend. But in Brooklyn, available inventory jumped significantly, rising 100 percent due almost entirely to the addition of 458 new units at Brooklyn Point in downtown Brooklyn. Pricing for
Manhattan's new development seemed flat entering into contract, falling one percent quarterly over the quarter and 1.5 percent year-over-year to $2,185 per square foot. In Brooklyn, the new contract entry development averaged $1,413 per square foot, which remained above $1,400 per
square foot for the fourth consecutive quarter, rising 3.82 percent
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